2019 NEWS AND PROGRAM ENTRY LIST
THIS IS NOT A NOMINATION OR RECIPIENT LIST!

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets

5pm Newscast: The Final Report for 1 October
Jessica Farkas, Brian Loftus, Denise Valdez, Vanessa Murphy, Patrick Walker, Karen Castro
KLAS

1 October: First Anniversary
Monica Medrano, Ryan Dunn, Tiana Bohner
FOX5 Las Vegas

KUSI News at 5pm - Rep. Duncan D. Hunter Indicted
Jason Brown
KUSI

Noticiero Univision San Diego
Lourdes Sandoval
KBNT Univision San Diego

Las Vegas: Curando El Alma, Un Año Después
Tanya Lopez, Viridiana Solano, Héctor Urrutia, Doninyer Alexander Zapata, Gabriel Preciado
KINC

Election Night 2018
Monica Medrano, Tiana Bohner
FOX5 Las Vegas

13 Action News Live At 11
Lindsay Walters, Tricia Kean
KTNV

One October Evidence Released
Jim Snyder,Kristine Mastrodonato, Edward Greene, Jordan Moir
KSNV

10News At 11:00pm Storm Causes Widespread Damage
Troy Wahl, Sarah Cowan, Andi Dukleth, Frank Castillo Jr., Matthew Boone, Vanessa Nevarez
KGTV
NBC 7 News at 11: West Fire
Cameran Biltucci, Dan Geduld, Gabriella Rodriguez, Rene Gonzalez, Stacy Garcia, Llarisa Abreu, Scott Baird, Dita Quinones, Brooks Beckman
NBC 7 San Diego

Vegas Stronger - Hope & Healing
Kody Stover, Christianne Klein, Brian Loftus, Denise Valdez, Karen Castro, Sasha Loftis, Sally Jaramillo
KLAS

Noticiero Telemundo Las Vegas
Johali Carmona, Claudia De La Fuente, Leticia Castro, Antonio Texeira, Flor Rodriguez, Julio Melchor
Telemundo Las Vegas

Telemundo 20 A Ambos Lados De La Frontera
Diana Díaz, María José Durán, Melissa Sandoval, Marinee Zavala, Mirsha Arambula, Lizzet López, Victor Rodríguez Tafoya, Ana Cristina Sánchez, Rigoberto Villalobos, Alejandro Alejandro, Carlos Mauricio Ramírez, Guadalupe Venegas
Telemundo 20 San Diego

President Trump in San Diego
Louis Weiner, Barbara Richards
CBS News 8

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets

KSBY News at 6: Central Coast Storm
Kendra Martinez, Labri Ferreira
KSBY

Cranston Fire Explodes over Coachella Valley
Sarah-Jayne Simon, Jesus Reyes, Francis Ingrassia
KESQ

KSBY News at 6: Montecito Mudslide
Kendra Martinez
KSBY

Triple Murder Sentencing in 12 year old case and wildfire burns
Kevin Davison, Alexander Cheney
KESQ
Eyewitness News at 10
Jordan Marquez, Sabella Scalise
KBAK/KBFX

Shooting Suspect Live On Facebook During Police Chase, Plus Thief Confronted by Employees
Kevin Davison, Sarah-Jayne Simon, Dante Walker, Sarah Trott
KESQ

17 News at 5p Captured in Kern
Raphael Stroud
KGET

KMIR News Cranston Fire Team Coverage
Gino Lamont
KMIR

17 News at 5p Kern Corruption
Raphael Stroud
KGET

Newscast - Morning - Larger Markets

10News Midday: President Trump Tours Border
Steven Covella, John D Suarez, Mimi Elkalla
KGTV

NBC 7 News Today - Mass Shooting & Wildfire Danger
David Yim, Andrew Madarang, Christopher Galvan, Liberty Zabala, Nicholas Kjeldgaard, Audra Stafford, MaryEllen Eagelston, Calvin Pearce, Jon Brady,
NBC 7 San Diego

News 3 Hits the PyeongChang Olympics
Dana Wagner, Faith Jessie, Clarrissa Webb, Kim Wagner
KSNV

Las Vegas Tragedy: One Year Later
Katia Aiello, Justin Hopkins, Kirsten Joyce, John Langeler, Nia Wong, Orko Manna
KLAS
Good Morning Las Vegas 6am
Lindsay Walters, Bonnie Harris
KTNV

Newscast - Morning - Smaller Markets

KSBY News Daybreak: Central Coast Storm
Kendra Martinez
KSBY

17 News at Sunrise Borderline Mass Shooting
Patricia Rocha
KGET

Services for Former Bakersfield Mayor Harvey Hall
Monica Williams
23ABC

Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets

1 October One Year Later
Christine Maddela, Judith Greene, John Huck, Ray Arzate, Tiana Bohner, Chelsea Bengel,
Alyssa Deitsch
FOX5 Las Vegas

Tear Gas at the Border
William Feather, Bridget Naso, Erika Cervantes-Aarons, Dita Quinones, Llarisa Abreu,
May Tjoa, Jamie Ries, Ramon Galindo
NBC 7 San Diego

Sunday Night Newscast: Vigil for Angie Erives
Alan Squires, Sasha Loftis, Cristen Drummond, Darlene Melendez
KLAS

Love Wins – In Las Vegas and Around the World
Heather Mills, Sarah Brown, Amber Dixon, Amanda Marie Polito, Gerard Ramalho
KSNV

Shark Attack at San Diego Beach
Bridget Naso, Jamie Ries Hannah Hawks, Brooke Landau
NBC 7 San Diego
10News at 5:00pm: Migrants Rush the Border
Sofia Seikaly, Rina Nakano, Stewart Smith, Andi Dukleth
KGTV

NBC7 News This Weekend
Fely Parker, Nicholas Kjeldgaard
NBC 7 San Diego

Newscast - Weekend - Smaller Markets

23ABC Celebrates 65th Anniversary
Esteban Ramirez
23ABC

17 News at 11 p.m. SWAT Standoff
Kristin Williams
KGET

Eyewitness News Weekends
Reyna Harvey, Temitayo Osilesi
KBAK/KBFX

KSBY News at 10: Orcutt Triple Homicide, San Quentin Prisoner Captured
Emely Navarro, Lindsay Zuchelli
KSBY

Journalistic Enterprise

La Caravana Migrante En Vivo Desde México
Rigoberto Villalobos, DIANA DIAZ, Maria Duran, Alejandro Alejandro
Telemundo 20

Inside San Diego Sports - Chad Bible
Jacob Santos, Mike Pomeranz, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis,
Sonni Simmons
Fox Sports San Diego

Homeless Hit and Run; A Marine's Final Honor
Mario Escovedo, Barbara Richards, Kelly Hessedal, Kenny McGregor, Tim Blodgett, Todd
Ward, Heather Hope
CBS News 8

Journalist Enterprise - Jessica Harrington
Jessica Harrington
23ABC

1 October Storytellers
Christine Maddela, Ray Arzate, Sergio Rodriguez, John Huck, Alyssa Deitsch
FOX5 Las Vegas

Esperanza Después Del Desastre
Nathalie Vera
KCOY

CARAVANA MIGRANTE: DE HONDURAS A SAN DIEGO
Diana Díaz, María José Durán, Marinee Zavala, Pedro Calderon, Rigoberto Villalobos, Eligio Hernández, Alejandro Alejandre, Mirsha Arambula, Lizzet López, Victor Rodríguez Tafoya, Cinthia Pasillas Yáñez Guadalupe Venegas, Armando Flores Telemundo 20

Searching for Steven
Kelsey Thomas
KSNV

Melissa Mecija - Journalistic Enterprise
Melissa Mecija
KGTV

NBC 7 News Today Producing Composite
David Yim, Christopher Galvan, Andrew Madarang, Liberty Zabala, Lindsay Hood, Jill Duran, Fely Parker, Jason Luskie
NBC 7 San Diego

Public Records To The Rescue
Jonathan Horn
KGTV

Reed Cowan Pyeongchang Nbc Winter Olympic Games
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Adrian Crooks
KSNV

Surprise Squad 2018 Composite
Terri Peck, Ray Arzate, Sergio Rodriguez, Cassandra Jones, Rich Scallan, Christine Maddela
FOX5 Las Vegas

Low Tide - The Salton Sea Crisis
Abiel Hernandez, Sara Swatek, Janet Zappala
KMIR

Las Vegas St Jude Dream Home Giveaway
Latoya Silmon, Kenny Ramis, Justin Michel, George Enrique Romero
KSNV

J W August
JW August
NBC 7 San Diego

Darcy Spears Composite
Darcy Spears
KTNV

"Making it in San Diego"
Doris Lewis, Jonathan Horn, Mario Sevilla, Allison Horn, Jared Aarons, Adam Racusin
KGTV

Channel 13
Tracie McKinney
KTNV

**Overall Excellence**

Fox Sports San Diego
Lindsay Amstutz
Fox Sports San Diego

KVVU FOX5: A Year of Healing, Hope & Hockey
Terri Peck
FOX5 Las Vegas

10News: Stories that Matter
Leon Clark
KGTV

KTNV Channel 13
Chris Way
KTNV

KSNV - News 3 Las Vegas
Larry Strumwasser
KSNV

Team Coverage

Elecciones Mexico
Carlos Sanchez, Victor Rodriguez Tafoya, Maria Duran, Diana Diaz, Marinee Zavala, Mirsha Arambula, Melissa Sandoval, Lizzet Lopez, Guadalupe Venegas, Francisco Fajardo-Nungaray, Eligio Hernandez, Rigoberto Villalobos, Alejandro Alejandre, Pedro Calderon-Michel, Cinthia Pasillas
Telemundo 20

Woolsey Fire & Borderline Mass Shooting
David Yim, Andrew Madarang, Christopher Galvan, Liberty Zabala, Audra Stafford, Nicholas Kjeldgaard, MaryEllen Eagelston, Calvin Pearce, Jason Dorman, Jon Brady
NBC 7 San Diego

New Year's Eve 2018
Lindsay Walters, Tricia Kean, Joe Bartels, Marissa Kynasto
KTNV

Elecciones en Nevada
Tanya Lopez, Viridiana Solano, Doninyer Zapata, Gabriel Preciado, Hector Urrutia
KINC

Hospital Shooting Hoax
Jeff Lenk
KBAK/KBFX

Team Coverage for Historic Game 1 of the Stanley Cup Final
Alan Squires, Shakala Alvaranga, Christianne Klein, Brian Loftus, Denise Valdez, Darlene Melendez, Tedd Florendo
KLAS

Borderline Shooting
Claudine Contreras Sage Pierce, Chuck Westerheide, Mark Leimbach, Bobby Prom, Mark Mullen, Audra Stafford, Lindsay Hood, Calvin Pearce
NBC 7 San Diego
Brush Fires Scorch San Diego County  
Min Joo Irene Byon, Tiffany Gonzalez, Maru Payton, Monica Kaiser, LLARISA ABREU  
Rory Devine, Artie Ojeda, Tam Ngo  
NBC 7 San Diego

West Fire Tears through San Diego  
Melissa Alexander, Sarah Cowan, Quinn Konold, John D Suarez, Megan Parry, Rina Nakano  
KGTV

Thousand Oaks mass shooting  
David Villasenor, Greg Bledsoe, Jon Brady, Tiffany Gonzalez, Audra Stafford, Calvin Pearce  
NBC 7 San Diego

**Breaking Spot News Coverage**

Montecito Mudslide Aftermath  
Joe Buttitta  
KEYT

Not One, Not Two, But Seven Cars Crunched in Clairemont  
David Yim, Andrew Madarang, Christopher Galvan, Lindsay Hood, Calvin Pearce, Fely Parker  
NBC 7 San Diego

Holiday Fire Ravages Goleta Neighborhood  
Dustin Klemann  
KSBY

Missing Joshua Tree Hiker Found  
Zak Dahlheimer  
Dante Walker  
KESQ

Watch Out for the Airplane  
Joe Little, Mark Leimbach, Alexander Nguyen, Lindsay Hood  
NBC 7 San Diego

The Start of the San Diego Inferno  
Mackenzie Maynard, Armando Flores
NBC 7 San Diego
Encinitas Shark Attack
Ramon Galindo
NBC 7 San Diego

Must Be Another Water Main Break
Aric Richards
Fox 5 San Diego

San Diego East Village Shooting
Francisco Ramos-Moreno, Abigail Alford, Tim O'Brien, Barbara-Lee Edwards, Amanda Shotsky, Joe Wiedemann, Nichelle Medina, Heather Myers, Jesse Aceron
CBS News 8

Holy Fire: Report, Extinguish Flames, Repeat
Rina Nakano, Paul Grijalva
KGTV

ARDE EL CONDADO DE SAN DIEGO
Diana Díaz, María José Durán, Armando Flores, Lizzet López, Rigoberto Villalobos, Ana Cristina Sánchez, Víctor Rodríguez Tafoya
Telemundo 20

Montecito Mudslide
Tracy Lehr
KEYT

Pasqual Fire
Scott Baird, Mackenzie Maynard, Artie Ojeda, Lindsay Hood, Dan Geduld, Dita Quinones, Travis Mackenzie, Claudine Contreras
NBC 7 San Diego

Montecito Mudslides
Jim Lemon, Danny Max
KCOY, KEYT, KKFX

Gunman Opens Fire Inside Borderline Bar
Quinn Konold
KGTV

North Park Water main break
Ginger Jeffries
KUSI
Ross Store Shooting Scare
Lindsay Walters, Audrey Michael, Joe Bartels
Shawn Cunningham
KTNV

KGET Breaking News 2018
Michael Trihey
KGET

Breaking News: The First Mass Shooter Scare In Las Vegas Since T Since The 1 October Mass Shooting
Traci Wilson
Shakala Alvaranga
KLAS

Kern Corruption: Deputies Arrested
Kristin Williams
KGET

"CON LAS MANOS EN LA MASA"
Gabriel Preciado
KINC

Shooting Spree Unfolds in Bakersfield
Eric Galvan
23ABC

Mass Shooting at Borderline
Danny Max
KEYT/KCOY/KKFX

General Assignment Report - Within 24 Hours

2018 Olympics: Las Vegas One October Torch Runner
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Les Ottolenghi, Kristine Mastrodonato, Kenny Ramis
KSNV

Furry meets Fleury
Denise Rosch
KSNV
Hearts for Navy
Norberto Arroyo
Heather Mills
KSNV

The Last Route
Amanda Brandeis
KGTV

A Homeless Woman's Gift
Scott Sheahen
23ABC

Woman rescued by local hikers after Big Sur crash
Kelsey McFarland
KSBY

Adiós al Padrote
Michelle Rodriguez
Telemundo Las Vegas

Cranston fire erupts in mountain communities as arson suspect
Francis Ingrassia
KESQ

The Haunted Tattoo Parlor
Tiana Bohner
FOX5 Las Vegas

Rescued Joshua Tree Hiker Shares Story of Survival
Zak Dahlheimer
KESQ

Riverside County District Attorney Talks Turpin Abuse Case
Zak Dahlheimer, . Dante Walker
KESQ

Words and Winning Numbers
Kelsey Thomas
KSNV

The Guardians of The Country
Claudia Estephania Baez
TV Azteca

"VOCES DEL ACOSO"
Gabriel Preciado
KINC

Dad, how do we get to heaven?
Cyndi Lundeberg
FOX5 Las Vegas

Emotional Phone Call Between a SWAT Officer & His Son
Mahsa Saeidi
KTNV

Neighbor and family of Montecito mudslide victims speak out
Kacey Drescher
KEYT

Adiós al Padrote segunda parte
Michelle Rodriguez
Telemundo Las Vegas

**General Assignment Report - No Time Limit**

Unclaimed Bodies
JEFF PLATT
KBAK/KBFX

That's the way the cookie crumbles.... for one thief
Cyndi Lundeberg
FOX5 Las Vegas

Rylie's Road to Recovery
Abigail Theodros
FOX 5 Las Vegas

These Boots
Michael Doria, Jason Westerhaus
FOX5 Las Vegas
**Inmate Death, Sheriff Under Fire**
CARINA CORRAL
KSBY

Real heroes run toward not away from danger
Cyndi Lundeberg
FOX5 Las Vegas

**GUERRERO DE LA VIDA**
Elias Awad
KBNT-UNIVISION SAN DIEGO

The Story of the Healing Garden
Judith Greene, Albert Williams
FOX5 Las Vegas

**Evicting a Great-Grandma**
Adam Racusin, Adam Hillberry
KGTV

**Black Batman Battles Hershey’s Chocolate**
Joe Bartels, Ramiro Carbrera, Ernesto Morales
KTNV

**Helping the Children of the 58**
Latoya Silmon, Corwin Hall
KSNV

**Mass eviction at mobile home park**
Mahsa Saeidi
KTNV

**Investigative Report - Single Story or Series**

Sheriff’s Office Child Predator Cover Up
Veronica Alvarado
KMIR

Doc Continues Practicing Despite Patient Deaths
Aja Goare
Fentanyl: Why People are Dying to Get High
Ginger Jeffries
KUSI

Arsonist cop evidence goes missing
Adam Herbets, Ray Arzate
FOX5 Las Vegas

Massage parlors and sex trafficking exposed
JW August
NBC 7 San Diego

UNR Medical School investigation
George Knapp, Matthew Adams, Ian Russell
KLAS

Secret Serial Killer
Olivia Lavoice
Steve Womack
KGET

The system failed
Adam Racusin, Adam Hillberry, Maureen Sheeran
KGTV

On the Run: Millions nipped and tucked away by fugitive plastic surgeon
Brooke Beare, Timothy Kiley
KESQ

JORNALEROS: EL JUEGO DE LA ESPERA
Johali Carmona, Eric Jimenez, Claudia De La Fuente, Silvestre Ortiz, Julio Melchor
KBLR

Monat: Hair Care Nightmare
Darcy Spears, Kean Bauman
KTNV

Investigating Child Protective Services: How the system fails children
Vanessa Murphy, Bill Roe
KLAS
Lottery Advertising Targets Poor Spanish Speakers
Kyle Harvey
KBK/KBFX

VENEZOLANOS FRONTERIZOS
Claudia Orozco, Alberto Aranda, Carlos Castillo
AZTECA SAN DIEGO

Kern Corruption: Corrupt Deputies Indicted
Kristin Williams
KGET

Adopting Pot
Zak Dahlheimer
KESQ

A Call for Help
Zak Dahlheimer
KESQ

Dealers V. Dispensaries
Chernéy Thomas
FOX5 Las Vegas

DROWNING IN CONTROVERSY: San Diego's High Water Bill Scandal
Shannon Handy, Barbara Richards, Mario Escovedo, Brandon Lewis, Kelly Hessedal, Marcella Lee, Richard Allyn, Francisco Ramos-Moreno
CBS News 8

Secret Settlements
Kristin Williams
KGET

Exclusiva con el Alguacil
Leticia Castro
Telemundo Las Vegas

Questioning Football Program's Integrity
Victoria Cooper
23ABC
Weed killer: A War of Words
Brandon Johansen
23ABC

Ready, Aim, Fire Hazard
Mari Payton, Jay Yoo, JW August, Tom Jones
NBC 7 San Diego

Vegas Lost: Dayshara
John Treanor, Thuan Nguyen, Maria Thompson
KSNV

**News Special**

KUSI News at 5pm - 2018 Midterm Election Night Special
Jason Brown
KUSI

Knights' Road to Victory
Stephanie Wheatley, Jim Snyder, Marie Morthera, Denise Rosch, Amber Dixon, Kenny Ramis, Ryan Goodman, Justin Monteith, Scott Kost
KSNV

Las Vegas: Mas Fuerte que Nunca
Johali Carmona, Martha Saldana, Claudia De La Fuente, Antonio Texeira, Veronica Quintero, Flor Rodriguez, Cesar Antonio Santos, Silvestre Ortiz, Gabriela Bustamante, Evelyn Pardo-Vinat
Telemundo Las Vegas

Vegas Stronger: A Beacon of Hope
Emily Antuna, Tricia Kean, Zachary Prudhomme, Amber Huckaby, Todd Quinones, Madeleine Barris, Ozkar Palomo, Tracie McKinney, Jackie Kostek
KSNV

Vegas Golden Knights Finish Strong
Kevin Bolinger, Vincent Sapienza, Robbie Hunt, Kristen Kidman, Judith Greene, John Huck, Christine Maddela, Ray Arzate, Ryan Dunn
FOX5 Las Vegas

Immigration Border Battle
Ed Chapuis
KGTV

A Golden Season
Stephanie Wheatley, Jim Snyder, Marie Mortera, Denise Rosch, Amber Dixon, Ryan Goodman, Kenny Ramis, George Enrique Romero, Justin Monteith, Scott Kost

Vegas Stronger: Hope and Healing, One Year Later
Traci Wilson, Jacob Russell, Terri Foley, Vanessa Murphy

KLAS

Knights Over Caps in Game 1
Stephanie Wheatley, Jim Snyder, Marie Mortera, Denise Rosch, Amber Dixon, Ryan Goodman, George Enrique Romero, Edward Greene, Scott Kost

KSNV

Celebrate Las Vegas 2019
Sarah Brown, Nicole Reynolds, Justin Monteith

KSNV

One October, One Year Later
Stephanie Wheatley, Jim Snyder, Marie Mortera, Latoya Silmon, Kelsey Thomas, Denise Rosch, Kenny Ramis, Justin Monteith, Thuan Nguyen, Scott Kost

KSNV

News - Arts/Entertainment - Single Story or Series

Superwomen at Comic-Con
Danielle Radin
NBC 7 San Diego

George The Giant's Strange Museum
Amanda Mason
23ABC

AN UMBRELLA IN A HAILSTORM
Andrew Luria, Ruby Chen, Stephen Herron
Fox 5 San Diego

The Knight Line
Vincent Sapienza, Roger Bryner
FOX5 Las Vegas
Story Behind These Majestic Horses
Nancy Byrne
KCLV

Grace & Nora's World
Greg Bledsoe
NBC 7 San Diego

Diversity & Dance
Christine Maddela, Ray Arzate
FOX5 Las Vegas

Little Gloria
Leticia Castro, Veronica Quintero
Telemundo Las Vegas

Atracciones únicas y deportes extremos para entretenerte en Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez
Telemundo Las Vegas

'The Success and Struggles of Guitar Luthier Semie Moseley'
Steve Womack
KGET

The Crossword King
Kalyna Astrinos
KGTV

2018 Olympics - ART FOR PEACE
Adrian Crooks, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan
KSNV

**Business/Consumer - Single Story or Series**

La Mexicana que Conquista Las Vegas por Instagram
Rosario Grajales
KVMY - Estrella TV - Las Vegas Hoy

Last Call for "Ladies Only"
Mari Payton, Dorian Hargrove, Tom Jones
NBC 7 San Diego
Digging out of Debt
Amanda Brandeis
KGTV

Woolworth's Diner; The Last of Its Kind
Tabatha Mills
KGET

Van Life
Joe Bartels, Ramiro Cabrera
KTNV

Real Estate Demand After Disaster
Tracy Lehr
KEYT

NBC 7 Responds: Looking Out for San Diego
Bob Hansen, Dorian Hargrove, Mark Sackett, Erica Byers
NBC 7 San Diego

Made in Kern County
Tim Calahan
23ABC

Telemundo Responde Home Rental Scam
Claudia Carrera
Telemundo Las Vegas

Missing the Boom or Riding the Wave
Lauren Day
NBC Palm Springs

How The Rent Got So High
Jonathan Horn
KGTV

The Story That Almost Got Me Banned From Gated Communities
Kelley Moody, Clarissa Ayala
KESQ

Stop the Gastaxtrophy!
James Mann, Richard Allyn
CBS News 8
Cobros Callados
Sergio Flores, Alejandro Alejandre
Telemundo 20

Moving Company Madness: Zara Kelly's Furniture Fallout
Heather Hope, James Mann
CBS News 8

Crime - Single Story or Series
From Millionaire to Murderer?
Dorian Hargrove, Tom Jones
NBC 7 San Diego

California's Bail Bond Industry
JW August
NBC 7 San Diego

Bullet DNA - Tracking Shooters by What Their Guns Leave Behind
Kimberly Hunt, David Pickering, KGTV

Repeatedly Punched and Kicked
Adam Racusin, Adam Hillberry
KGTV

When Crime Hits Home: Police Protecting Their Own
Darcy Spears
KTNV

Burying Her Baby: Cold Cases Across the Coachella Valley
Angela Chen, Dante Walker
KESQ

Thousand Oaks Mass Shooting
Aric Richards
Fox 5 San Diego

La noche de las 1.058 balas
Antonio Texeira, Andy Quinones
Telemundo Las Vegas
Guilty Until Proven Innocent
Ray Arzate, Cyndi Lundeberg
FOX5 Las Vegas

The Mysterious Death of Rebecca Zahau
Sasha Foo
KUSI

San Diego Police Crime Lab
May Tjoa
NBC 7 San Diego

He was my idol
Matt Boone, Rayan Graham
KGTV

Two Jane Does: Murdered and Forgotten
Olivia Lavoice, Steve Womack
KGET

San Diego Sheriff’s Cold Case Unit
Ginger Jeffries
KUSI

Death Row: Questionable Conviction
Olivia Lavoice, Steve Womack
KGET

KGET Homicide Tracker
Michael Trihey
KGET

Forest Full of Green
Victoria Cooper
23ABC

**News - Education/Schools - Single Story or Series**

Summer With CSE: COSMOS
Matthew O’Connor
UCSD

Dancing to Remember - Las Vegas Students Tribute to One October
Carrie Roper, Chris Anguay
FOX5 Las Vegas

I Lost My Child In The Florida Shooting, Now I Will Honor His Name
Claudia Estephania Baez
TV Azteca

"CADA 15 MINUTOS"
Gabriel Preciado
KINCS

Global High School
Leticia Castro
Telemundo Las Vegas

School Kids Talk Trash… and Composting
Suzanne Bartole
County News Center

HARRY POTTER CLASSROOM
Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero
KSNV

Learn to Code: Fast-paced Education or Waste of Money?
Melissa Mecija
KGTV

A Decade Later: Cal Poly Remembers Carson Starkey, Fraternity Pledge Who Died Of
Alcohol Poisoning
Christina Favuzzi
KSBY

**News - Environment - Single Story or Series**

Helping Heap
Scott Kost, Gerard Ramalho
KSNV
Oro Negro en Nevada
Eric Jimenez
Telemundo Las Vegas

Diving Legoland
Tabitha Lipkin
Fox 5 San Diego

Humidity on the Rise in San Diego
Megan Parry
KGTV

They Poke Their Heads Up
Audra Stafford, Mark Sackett
NBC 7 San Diego

Water project or water crisis? The Cadiz Water Project drowns in controversy
Kelley Moody, Christopher R. Flicker, Clarissa Ayala
KESQ

Residents say Clark County Public Works is killing trees on Mount Charleston
Michael Quine
Las Vegas Review Journal

San Diego Poaching Problems
Danielle Radin
NBC 7 San Diego

The Dangerous Thing is What You Can't See
Joe Little
NBC 7 San Diego

It's like you're living a dream
Amanda Brandeis
KGTV

Broken Promises of the Salton Sea
Steve Atkinson
KGTV

Salvando a la Vaquita Marina
Marco Gonzalez
Univision Palm Springs

The Sinking Valley
Kyle Harvey
KBAK/KBFX

The second life of plastics
Matt Boone
KGTV

Poisoned Cities, Deadly Border
Zoë Meyers
The Desert Sun

Wild Horses Killed on Picken's Ranch
George Knapp, Matthew Adams
KLAS

Hikers' beef with feral cows
Kelley Moody, Timothy Kiley
KESQ

News - Health/Science - Single Story or Series

Animals used to produce antibodies/exposing a labs treatment of its animals
JW August
NBC 7 San Diego

Delfines, cabras, caballos y más: Animales de terapia en Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez
Telemundo Las Vegas

Firefighter battles PTSI
Madelyn Janssen
KGET

Salve of Salvation
Darcy Spears, Kean Bauman
KTNV

Heart of Hope
Tiana Bohner, Dylan Kendrick, Leilani Roundtree
FOX5 Las Vegas
Gift of Life: Professional golfer makes sacrifice to save retired firefighter
Vanessa Murphy, Bill Roe
KLAS

The Real Cause of OD Deaths
Matthew Adams, George Knapp
KLAS

Contaminantes en el Agua de San Diego
Ana Cristina Sanchez
Telemundo 20

The national opioid crackdown leaves patients in more pain
Megan Healy
KSBY

Next Big Step in Cancer: Personalized Vaccines?
Yadira Galindo, Eric Neri
UC San Diego Health

What's with the whispering?
Renee Santos, Kenny Ramis, Dree De Clamecy
KSNV

Concussions: Causes, treatments and lasting effects
Amy Zimmer
KMIR

Fecal Transplants: Is Regulation Limiting Access to Health?
Maya Trabulsi, Kris Arciaga
KPBS

Liposuction Doesn't Suck!
Courtney Perna
KLAS

The Power of Memory
Sasha Foo
KUSI

Forever Changed: Young Athlete's Message of Living with a Brain Injury
Melissa Mecija
KGTV

Airsoft “La medicina después de la guerra”
Cesar Contreras
Univision Nevada

Saving Our Heroes - A UCSD & Salk Institute Firefighter Cancer Study
Michael J Smith
KUSI

Anything For A Cure
JW August, Tom Jones
NBC 7 San Diego

Moms Take On Football, Suing Pop Warner For Their Sons' Head Trauma, Deaths
John Kelley, Tod Leonard, Hayne Palmour IV
The San Diego Union-Tribune

The Cost of Cleaning our Air
Jeff Platt
KBAK/KBFX

WHATS IN YOUR DNA
Chris Tarpening
KESQ

The Medical Miracle Cancer Cure
Danielle Radin
NBC 7 San Diego

New experimental treatment helping veterans combat PTSD
Amanda Mason
23ABC

News - Historic/Cultural - Single Story or Series

Where I Come From
Roland Lizarondo, Laura McVicker, John Decker, Emely Navarro, Ena Newell, Kurt Kohnen, Audric Thompson
KPBS

Indigenous Dressmaker Preserves Colorful Heritage
Claudia Buccio
KMIR

The Hidden Migrant Shelter
Laura Acevedo
KGTV

50 Years in Space
David Hennigar, Tim Sherno
FOX5 Las Vegas

The Mariachi Kid
Leticia Castro
Telemundo Las Vegas

Dave's World of Wonder: Yacht America
Dave Scott, Jason LiVecchi
KUSI

Balboa Park Carousel
Sasha Foo, Michael J Smith
KUSI

Pelea de Gallo
Norberto Arroyo, Gerard Ramalho
KSNV

Field Trip Friday
Ray Arzate
FOX5 Las Vegas

La Negra Tiene Tumbao
Chernéy Thomas
FOX5 Las Vegas

BARRIO LOGAN EVOLUCIONA, ¿A QUÉ COSTO?
Armando Flores
Telemundo 20

An Entertainment Town is Born: Vegas Baby!
Sean McAllister, Jessica Weldy
FOX5 Las Vegas

A Rainy Day in Tijuana
Laura Acevedo
KGTV

Drawn to America
John Kelley, Stephen Breen, Matthew T. Hall
The San Diego Union-Tribune

Migrant Children, Testimonies of their journey
Claudia Estephania Baez
TV Azteca

Dave's World of Wonder: Mr. Bongo
Dave Scott, Jose Quintero
KUSI

A Flag, A Photo and A Bond
Leah Pezzetti
23ABC

San Diegans Caught In Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Liberty Zabala
NBC 7 San Diego

KOREAN WAR MEMORIAL: WHY WE REMEMBER
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Adrian Crooks
KSNV

**News - Human Interest - Single Story or Series**

ASL Interpreters Relay Crucial Information During Disasters
Tracy Lehr
KEYT

Hailey's Hand: After the Pitches
Michael Doria
Fox 5 Las Vegas

Broken, Burned – And Blessed, Joe Herrick And Lovely Finish Travel The Road Of Recovery Together
Howard Lipin, John Kelley, Paul Sisson, Bryce Miller
The San Diego Union-Tribune
I am a woman and I am an inspiration
CLAUDIA ESTEPHANIA BAEZ
TV Azteca

KIDS READ TO SHELTER PUPS
Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero
KSNV

WEDNESDAY’S CHILD * THE GREATEST ASSIGNMENT
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Jordan Moir, Kenny Ramis
KSNV

Julius Ballo: San Diego's Boxing Prodigy
JOSE MARTINEZ, Madison Sinclair
KUSI

The Missing Piece
Darcy Spears, Ozkar Palomo
KTNV

Vegas Lost: Gunned Down
John Treanor
KSNV

They lived happily ever aft-fur
Cyndi Lundeberg
Fox 5 Las Vegas

Rostros de la migracion
Claudia Orozco, Alberto Aranda
XHAS Azteca San Diego

La Boda del Siglo
Benjamin Zamora, Angel Covarrubias
KINC

Silent No More: Tongue Cancer Surgery and Rehabilitation Restore a Voice
Yadira Galindo, Eric Neri
UC San Diego Health

Marijuana Moms
Carla Wade
Corriendo con una meta
Nancy Preciado
KGET

2018 Olympics - A WIN FOR MOM
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Kenny Ramis
KSNV

The Impossible Obstacle
Kelsey Thomas
KSNV

Entrenched in the Marathon
Eytan Wallace
KGET

Musician remains resilient despite losing everything in Cranston
Madison Weil
KESQ

Mystery Man: Who is John 'Boulder Highway' Doe?
Christy Wilcox, George Enrique Romero
KSNV

Model Behavior: Reality show finalist on life after prison
Brooke Bear, Timothy Kiley
KESQ

A Culinary Cannabis Experience
Kalyna Astrinos
KGTV

Surviving the Bite
Alexa Bertola
KSBY

Through the Lilac Fire, She Rises
DITA QUINONES
Telemundo 20

Challenged Athletes Foundation Surf Clinic
Ginger Jeffries
People of the Golden Empire
Tabatha Mills
KGET

Marathon Motivation
Mary Kate Paquette
KGET

Replacing Fred
Jared Aarons
KGTV

Kendells Story - Hockey Fights Cancer
Jonny Greco
Vegas Golden Knights

Caring for Cari: A Community's Compassion
Olivia Lavoice, Steve Womack
KGET

Wrangling Rattlesnakes
Karen Hua
KGET

19-36 Code Enforcement Challenges
JEFF PLATT
KBAK/KFBX

The Spanish hero diver in Thailand
Antonio Texeira
Telemundo Las Vegas

Olga is not one to dwell on the past
Jackie Kostek
KTNV

13 Days and Knights of Giving
Jackie Kostek
KTNV

Woman buried alive in La Conchita landslide hopes to help Montecito
Las Vegas takes action to help couple terrorized by serial tire slasher
Mahsa Saeidi
KTNV

Driven to Serve
Marcella Lee
CBS News 8

Las Vegas high school senior trains to become pro wrestler
Rachel Aston
Las Vegas Review Journal

Caravana Migrante: Inocencia Dañada
Viridiana Solano, CARLOS ARMENDARIZ
KINC

Gus the Rooster
Mike Hart
23ABC

Hello Humankindness
Danielle Kernkamp
23ABC

Louie the therapy goose
Edwin Lenderman, Scott Nunes
KUSI

Community Devastated By Lilac Fire Nearly Back To Normal One Year
Matt Hoffman
KPBS

Cafeteria Crusader: "They call me Aunt Debbie"
Rina Nakano
KGTV

Healing Garden - El nacimiento del memorial
Politics/Government - Single Story or Series

NBC 7 gets CBP's take on Border Security
William Feather
NBC 7 San Diego

Blank Budget Bills
Jeff Platt
KBAK/KFBX

The Other Side of Coachella
Jhoann Acosta-Idda, Eric Peck, Jean Demery, Andrew Caravella, Taylor Hill
KVCR

Racist Rhetoric in the 50th Congressional Race
Jade Hindmon
KPBS

Fleeing from Nicaragua
Antonio Texeira
Telemundo Las Vegas

La Inocencia de la Caravana Migrante
Lizett Curiel Quintero
XEWT

Running For Office Yet Running From Our Cameras
Bridget Naso, William Feather
NBC 7 San Diego

County Supervisor Conflict of Interest
Jim Scott, Daniel Freeman
KGET

Where Migrants Are Held - Inside the Otay Mesa Detention Center
Kimberly Hunt
KGTV
Mi partido me defraudó”. Entrevista exclusiva con congresista señalado por acoso sexual Ruben Kihuen
Alexander Zapata
KINC

DACA Recipient Questions Census Citizenship Question
VINCENZO MARINO
NBC Palm Springs

Chasing Duncan Hunter
Jonathan Horn
KGTV

False Valor
JW August
NBC 7 San Diego

Driving Ms. Reszetar
George Knapp, Matthew Adams, Ian Russell
KLAS

POLITICS AND THE PYEONGCHANG WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Adrian Crooks
KSNV

**News - Religion - Single Story or Series**

The Power of Prayer
Chernéy Thomas, Eric Green
FOX5 Las Vegas

Coping with Anti-Semitic Attacks
Emma Goss
KBAK/KBFX

Letter To Heaven
Tom George
KTNV

A Jewish Community in Mourning
Danielle Radin
NBC 7 San Diego
2018 Olympics - IT'S ABOUT THE REACH
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Adrian Crooks
KSNV

News - Military - Single Story or Series

Fly Girl Painter
Mimi Elkalla, ARMANDO APARICIO GARCIA
KGTV

Unclaimed Heroes
Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero
KSNV

New Rifle and Drone
Kenny McGregor
CBS News 8

El misterio de la zona prohibida
Nathaly Alcala
KINC

A Homeless Marine's Final Honor
Mario Escovedo, Barbara Richards, Kelly Hessedal, Tim Blodgett, Heather Hope
CBS News 8

Honor Flight San Diego
David Pickering, Amanda Brandeis
KGTV

Hector Barajas’ long road home
Alejandro Tamayo, Kate Morrissey
The San Diego Union-Tribune

Embed: Troops Deployed to the U.S.-Mexico Border
Liberty Zabala
NBC 7 San Diego

Bad Ass Ballers
Suzanne Bartole
County News Center
Four Generations of Service
Tim Johns
KBAK/KBFX

A Veteran’s Voice
Leah Pezzetti
23 ABC

2018 Olympics - THANK A SOLDIER
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Adrian Crooks
KSNV

Airsoft “La medicina después de la guerra”
Cesar Contreras
KIN

**News - Technology - Single Story or Series**

Marine West Expo
Scott Baird, Bridget Naso
NBC 7 San Diego

Race for Hyperloop
Nathan O’Neal, Justin Fuller
KSNV

Crime Fighting from Behind a Keyboard
Joe Bartels, Ramiro Cabrera
KTNV

2018 Olympics - Technology Unites the World
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Adrian Crooks
KSNV

Secrets of the Dark Web
Marcella Lee
CBS News 8

Soundwave Tattoos
Tim Johns
KBAK/KBFX
Cybersecurity- A New Face On The Digital Battlefield
Kenny McGregor, Nichelle Medina
CBS News 8

La Herramienta del Futuro
Leticia Castro
Telemundo Las Vegas

Robots strippers, tecnología y sensualidad
Eric Jimenez
Telemundo Las Vegas

Citadel Drone: A Fortress in the Sky Hunting Unwanted Drones
Steve Atkinson
KGTV

Bitcoin 101
John Huck, Roger Bryner
FOX 5 Las Vegas

**Sports - News Single Story or Serie**

Does National Anthem kneeling offend veterans?
Amber Dixon, George Enrique Romero
KSNV

Willie O'Ree
David DesRochers, Emily Harlan, Jared O'Connor
San Diego Gulls

GORUCK Tough Event
Tabitha Lipkin
Fox 5 San Diego

Documenting The City's Champions
Tabitha Lipkin
Fox 5 San Diego

From Baseball to Ballgowns
Tabitha Lipkin
Fox 5 San Diego
Art of Pinch Hitting
Samantha Glantz, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis
Fox Sports San Diego

Julius Ballo: San Diego's Boxing Prodigy
JOSE MARTINEZ, Madison Sinclair
KUSI

The Speed Project
Luke Seile
Modify Content

Goles y Rosas
Carlos Mauricio Ramirez
Telemundo 20

Brad Hand - A Rollercoaster Career
Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis
Fox Sports San Diego

The Alden Sisters: The San Marcos Volleyball Family
JOSE MARTINEZ, Madison Sinclair
KUSI

Super Bowl Super Fans
Latoya Silmon, George Enrique Romero, Ryan Goodman
KSNV

Scotty Prieto: No Fear of Failure
Chance Dickman
KSBY

A Big Win and Bigger Loss for San Diego's State Champions
Maya Trabulsi, Katie Schoolov
KPBS

Vegas Golden Knights: La pasión deportiva que conquistó a los hispanos
Alexander Zapata
The Nevada Independent
Welcome to Impossible: The Golden Knights Historic Playoff Run
Vincent Sapienza, Kevin Bolinger, Robbie Hunt
FOX5 Las Vegas

2018 Olympics - What Love Looks Like
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Adrian Crooks
KSNV

Las Vegas Raiders Model Stadium
Vincent Sapienza, Jason Westerhaus
FOX 5 Las Vegas

Who says football isn't for girls?
Max Darrow, Scott Kost
KSNV

Burned horse trainer Joe Herrick and Lovely Finish make an emotional return to racing
Alejandro Tamayo, Howard Lipin, John Kelley, Bryce Miller, Paul Sisson
The San Diego Union-Tribune

Golden Knights Love Affair
Kevin Bolinger
Fox 5 Las Vegas

Hope & Hockey
Christine Maddela, Jason Westerhaus, Ray Arzate, Terri Peck
FOX5 Las Vegas

Knight Life - "October 1"
Clay Pahlau, Mariah Baker, Zachary Tornabene, Chris Jones, Mike Gray
AT&T Sports

A Soccer Dream
Todd Strain
NBC 7 San Diego

Running in Silence
Kari Osep
23ABC

Khabib Nurmagomedov beats Conor McGregor at UFC 229; chaos ensues
Heidi Fang-Devine, Larry Mir
Las Vegas Review-Journal
Sports - Daily or Weekly Program or Special

Golden Season: The story of how the Vegas Golden Knights helped heal Las Vegas
Traci Wilson, Chris Maathuis, Kevaney Martin, Ron Futrell, Denise Valdez, Brian Loftus, Timothy Zeitlow
KLAS

Inside San Diego Sports - Gulls/MacPherson
Tom Catlin, Sonni Simmons, Jacob Santos, Mike Pomeranz, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis
Fox Sports San Diego

Jane Mitchell One on One with Hall of Famer Trevor Hoffman 2018
Jane Mitchell, Daniel E. Roper
Cox Channel 4 San Diego

Vegas Golden Knights Pregame Show - Nevada Day
Braden Grieser, Joel Myers, Nick Gismondi, Brad May, Aly Lozoff, Gary Lawless
AT&T Sports

Inside San Diego Sports - Jeremy Poincenot
Jacob Santos, Mike Pomeranz, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Sonni Simmons
Fox Sports San Diego

Padres POV - Women in Sports
Ryan Sterton, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Jon Hammerman, Alexandra Duffey Noonan
Fox Sports San Diego

Hoffman Statue Unveiling
Erik Meyer, Kevin Dodge, Jacob Santos, Sonni Simmons, Tom Catlin, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis
Fox Sports San Diego

Nevada Preps Live
Elaine Wilson, Ben Gotz, Larry Mir, Nathan Asselin, Angus Kelly
Las Vegas Review Journal
Sports - Event/Game - Live/Unedited

Padres Opening Day
Jason Lewis, Zachary Jensen, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Don Orsillo, Mark Grant
Fox Sports San Diego

Golden Knights Conquer the Pacific
Tavis Strand, Frank Albin, Sam Kilman, Susan Strand, Michael Schanno, Zachary Tornabene, Dave Goucher, Shane Hnidy, Aly Lozoff
AT&T Sports

Western Conference Final Pregame Open
Jonny Greco
Vegas Golden Knights

Monster Energy Cup
Doug Cabrera, Dave Prader, Jeff Manhart, Chris Bond, Brian Lockwood, Tim Watson, Kenyon Blower
Feld Motorsports

Tony Gwynn Day
Jason Lewis, Zachary Jensen, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Don Orsillo, Mark Grant
Fox Sports San Diego

The Defense Show
Jason Lewis, Zachary Jensen, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Mark Sweeney, Jesse Agler
Fox Sports San Diego

Documentary

10-01: La Noche que Cambio Las Vegas
Leticia Castro, Claudia De La Fuente, Eric Jimenez, Michelle Rodriguez, Ivet Conteras
Telemundo Las Vegas

The Encounter
Elsa Sevilla, Guillermo Sevilla
KPBS
To the Ends of the Earth: A Portrait of Jewish San Diego
William Lawrence, Isaac Artenstein
San Diego History Center

Xolos: Tijuana's Team
Christopher Cashman, Jeffrey Katz
NorthSide Pictures

Spotlight: Hoffman's Hall of Fame Weekend
Trevor Hoffman, Tom Catlin, Sonni Simmons, Erik Meyer, Kevin Dodge, Nial Nelson-Hopkins, Wayne Partello, Randy Wesley, Nicholas Davis, Max Michalak
Fox Sports San Diego & The San Diego Padres

San Diego's Gay Bar History
Paul Detwiler, Chris Cashman
San Diego Queer History Project

Inside the Box
Jerrold Ridenour
New Image Media

Secrets of Desert Point
Ira Opper
Opper Films

Hopefuls
Kristy Cooper, Keith Birkfeld, Matthew Ornelas, Jean Demery, Ian Franklin, Wayne Lewis, Rory Gandy, Tim Stytle, Daniel Adame, Anthony Papa, Ralph C Cooper Jr., Amanda Mellard
KVCR

Down to Earth, The Extinction Crisis (2nd Episode)
Todd Strain, Dagmar Midcap, Elroy Spatcher
NBC 7 San Diego

Down to Earth, the Extinction Crisis (1st Episode)
Todd Strain, Dagmar Midcap
NBC 7 San Diego
Power of Love
Joshua Gray, Travis Richards
Vegas PBS

Hey Dummy! Creating silent stars and giving them a voice
Sean McAllister
Fox 5 Las Vegas

Saving ‘Ōhi’a -- Hawaii’s Sacred Tree
Annie Kopcso, Liza Sullivan, Nathan Minatta
CLUB SULLIVAN TV

With Me Every Day
Rachel Aston
Las Vegas Review Journal

Power of 9
Elliot Kotek
The Nation of Artists

Shattered Dreams: Sex Trafficking in America
Bill Wisneski, Mona Urban
Palomar College Television

Black’s Beach: San Diego, California
Christopher Boyd
KPBS

Prescription for Hope: Overcoming Nevada's Opioid Epidemic
Alphonse Polito, Tyler Bourns, Paul Klein, Eric Bonnici, Jesse McCloskey, Austin Bassi
Three Sticks Productions

Spotlight: The Call to the Hall
Trevor Hoffman, Tom Catlin, Sonni Simmons, Kevin Dodge, Erik Meyer, Nial Nelson-Hopkins, Brendan Nieto, Wayne Partello, Daniel Canepa, Nicholas Davis, Max Michalak
Fox Sports San Diego & San Diego Padres

Above The Tin
Ray Gallardo
Infrastructure Productions LLC
Education/Schools - Program/Special

LOS OLVIDADOS
Sergio Urquidi
KBNT Univision

Arts/Entertainment - Program/Special

Unherd - Ep.
Scott Richison, Alex Zaragoza, Lito Buendia, Michael Halloran, Jeffrey Terich
Unherd

The Ultimate Fighter Takeover
Celina Tuason, Kalia Pikes, Gene A. Sugano, Marcell McSwain, JC Fernandez
KLAS

50 Years of KMIR-Anniversary Special
Dan Adams
NBC Palm Springs

MORE Access: Headliners, hockey and hot Vegas entertainment
Rachel Smith, Carrie Roper, David Hennigar, Sean McAllister
FOX5 Las Vegas

Wander List ~ Desert Canvas
Anndee Laskoe, Ian Hughes, Brian La Belle
Greater Palm Springs Convention Visitor’s Bureau

Isabel
Jonathan Hammond, Michael Towe
M2 Digital Post, Inc.

Live at the Belly Up – Beats Antique
Timothy Powell, Chad Waldorf
Belly Up Productions

All is Calm
Joseph McDonald, Audric Thompson, Melissa Shaw, Ena Newell, John Decker
KPBS
1812 Tchaikovsky Spectacular
John Decker, Ena Newell, Audric Thompson

MORE TV Show
Toni Gonzales
FOX5 Las Vegas

Interview/Discussion - Program or Special

POV: Hockey Hall of Fame Inductee Willie O’Ree
Chris Biele, Ernie Hahn
Pechanga Arena San Diego

49th District Debate Special
Matthew Lewis, Conor Lawrence Volk, James Presha, Daniel Freeman
NBC 7 San Diego

No Tiene Bonito Recuerdo
Michelle Rodriguez
Telemundo Las Vegas

Health/Science - Program or Special

Hapinoy: Empowering Entrepreneurial Mothers Through Mobile Money
Elliot Kotek
The Nation of Artists

Breast Cancer: Facing the Next Day
Michelle Brubaker, Eric Neri
UC San Diego Health

Life on the Line: Flight to Survive
Keturah Reed, Erik Edstrom, Patricia Kelikani, Cosmin Cosma, Michael Wolcott
Mound City Films

Essential Oils, Innovative Diet & Lifestyle
Jonathan Otto, Lori Otto,
Captivate Culture
Stories of The Sharp Experience, Episode 17
Michael Badami, Paula Berberick, Kelly Faley, Lynn Kelly, Rich Underwood
KellyCo Agency

Life on the Line: Love for Lexi
Patricia Kelikani, Erik Edstrom, Melody George, Michael Wolcott, Cosmin Cosma,
Keturah Reed, Daniel Wahlen
Mound City Films

Autoimmune Disease Exposed | Stories and Truth
Jonathan Otto
Captivate Culture

The Connection Between Your Gut & Your Brain
Jonathan Otto
Captivate Culture

**Historical/Cultural - Program or Special**

Civil Women
Keith Birkfeld, Jhoann Acosta-Idda, Iris Hill, Jessica Greenwell, Jean Demery, Eric Peck,
Monique Thompkins, Tim Stytle, Arianna Moore, Pablo Treto, Kristy Cooper
KVCR

Springs Elemental
Jen Inaba, Paul R. Bean
Joshua Tree Productions

Remembering Vietnam: Las Vegas Veterans
Jeremy Helal, Gary Williams
Vegas PBS

Wander List ~ Salton Sea
Anndee Laskoe, Ian Hughes, Brian La Belle
Greater Palm Springs Convention Visitor’s Bureau

Who are the First People?
Elsa Sevilla, Guillermo Sevilla
KPBS

Ken Kramer's About San Diego: Episode 72
Suzanne Bartole, Ken Kramer
KPBS
Ken Kramer's About San Diego: Episode 71
Suzanne Bartole, Ken Kramer
KPBS

**Informational/Instructional - Program or Special**

A Growing Passion - Intoxicating Plumeria
Marianne Gerdes
AGP Productions

Depression & Anxiety Recovery Code
Jonathan Otto
Captivate Culture

Heal Your Brain With Food
Jonathan Otto, Sarah Otto, Lori Otto
Captivate Culture

The Toxic Mind
Jonathan Otto
Captivate Culture

**Magazine Program/Special**

Outdoor Nevada- Our Radioactive History
John Burke, Fabiana Ubben, Sergio De Souza, Hayley Etter, John Lloyd, Todd Hailstone,
Dustin Hall, John McClain
Vegas PBS

Explore San Diego
Ruby Chen, Kathleen Bade, Aaron Eudaley
FOX 5 San Diego

Boys Toys - Revamped Toys
Paul Kennedy, Dan Michell, Amber Wyatt
Edge & Elegance Entertainment
MORE Access: Life in Las Vegas one year later
Rachel Smith, Sean McAllister, Carrie Roper, Chris Anguay, Jessica Weldy, David Hennigar, Nanelle Paget
FOX5 Las Vegas

Las Vegas Morning Blend: Vegas Golden Knights Special
Micah Manalo, Julie Pyle, Jennifer Jean Snyder, Shan Tempesta
KTNV

VCs in a Van
Ken Gora
Branded Entertainment

**Short Format Program**

Annie The Beetle
Marc Ryan, Mike Million, Patrick Pho, Andrea Huber
Third Story Films

Mayor's Arrival At 2018 Garden Grove State of the City
Marie Moran, Jeffrey Davis
Garden Grove TV3

Remnants
Valerie Bush, Michael Abshear, Wally Schlotter
WALLY! & Associates

Stolen
Kevin Caulfield, Ryan Beaton
Top of the Line Media

Best Bartender, Best Server, Best Friends
Jacques Spitzer
Raindrop Branding and Advertising

That's Final
Christine Gatlin, Robin Martin
Kanari Storm Productions
Military - Program or Special

Honor Flight: A 10News Salute to Veterans
Amanda Brandeis. David Pickering, Doris Lewis
KGTV

Vietnam Speaks
Kristy Cooper, Keith Birkfeld, Tim Stytle, Ralph C Cooper Jr, Sean Houlihan, Ralph Cooper Senior, Peter Young, Brad Greenwell, Ethan Mink, Ronnie Guyer, Eric Peck
KVCR

Leading a Warriors Charge
Michael Towe, Toni Towe, Adam Jacobs, Lisa Strickland
M2 Digital Post Inc.

Untold Stories of the Vietnam War
Ruby Chen, Kahtleen Bade, Christine Vargas
FOX 5 San Diego

Lionhearted
Shane Ruiz
Safariland Group

Public/Current/Community Affairs - Program or Special

The Whistle
Kristy Cooper, Keith Birkfeld, Erik Martinez-Westley, Ismael Corpas Moreno, Anthony Papa, Tim Stytle, Nicholle Baron, Julia Sokolowska, Ralph C Cooper Jr, Mandy Belchatovski-Krauson, Sean Houlihan
KVCR

Nevada Week: Medicaid Changes in Mental Health
Kipp Ortenburger
Vegas PBS

Vegas Stronger: One Year Later
Julie Pyle, Jennifer Jean Snyder, Shawn Tempesta, Micah Manalo
KTNV
Conversando con candidato
Lourdes Sandoval
Univision San Diego

FOX5 Surprise Squad: Overcoming Odds for Epicurean Scholarships
Terri Peck, Ray Arzate, Sergio Rodriguez, Gai Phanalasy
FOX5 Las Vegas

FOX5 Surprise Squad: 1Oct Survivors & Lee Brice
Terri Peck, Ray Arzate, Sergio Rodriguez, Rich Scallan, Christine Maddela, Gai Phanalasy, Cassandra Jones
FOX5 Las Vegas

Flood of Distrust: The Story of San Diego’s Mismanaged Water Department
Bob Hansen, Tom Jones, Dorian Hargrive, Mark Sackett, Erica Byers
NBC 7 San Diego

Agritourism North San Diego County
Jacob Rush
KOCT

13 Days & Knights of Giving Special
Barry White, Lindsay Walters
KTNV

Politics Now: Congressional District 3 Debate
Ian Russell, Steve Sebelius, Patrick Walker
KLAS

#VegasStrong: Mental Health and Money
Kathy Topp, Adam McCarthy, Mitch Truswell, Gary Williams
Vegas PBS

KPBS News: San Diego Votes - Election 2018 Special
Kris Vera-Phillips, Priya Sridhar, Ena Newell, Donn Johnson
KPBS

FOX5 Surprise Squad: Great Granny Rescues 6, Receives Miracle
Terri Peck, Ray Arzate, Sergio Rodriguez, Rob Leppke, Rich Scallan, Cassandra Jones, Feven Kiflegiorgis
FOX5 Las Vegas
Special Events Coverage (other than News or Sports)

Countdown to 2019: Live from Las Vegas
Ian Russell, Tim Foley, Terri Foley, Troy Christensen, Kirsten Joyce, Brian Loftus, Matthew Adams, Victoria Quiroz, Gene A. Sugano, Mercedes Bolt, JC Fernandez, Eric Aegeter
KLAS

The Ryan Ahern Show
Kevin Robinson, Ryan Ahern, Mia Limpoco, Jeremy Helal
Vegas PBS

Dick Enberg: Celebration of Life
James Tom Connole, Tom Catlin, Erik Meyer, Barbara Enberg, Mike Pomeranz, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis
FOX Sports San Diego

Newport Beach Christmas Boat Parade
Gordon Spencer
Newport Beach and Company – NBTV

Teens Sing for Santa Barbara Benefit Concert
Jeff Martin
Santa Barbara Production Group

San Diego to Pyeongchang the Moments and Heroes
DAVID VILLASENOR, Jason Luskie
NBC 7 San Diego

Big Bay Boom
Ruby Chen, Kathleen Bade, Raoul Martinez
FOX 5 San Diego

Cox Presents: A Salute to Teachers
Carla Jean Hockley, Deborah Davis-Gillespie
Cox Channel 4

Lifestyle Program - Program/Special

The Obesity Epidemic and Chronic Disease Outbreak – Explain
Stefan Apostolov
Magnific Group LLC
Love and Lifestyle in Las Vegas
Celina Tuason, Kalia Pikes, Courtney Perna, JC Fernandez
KLAS

From Scratch
Kristy Cooper, Brian Korcok, Stacie Korcok, Jhoann Acosta-Idda, Jean
Demery, Wayne Lewis, Brad Greenwell, Taylor Hill, Ralph C Cooper Jr,
Anthony Papa, Keith Birkfeld, Tim Stytle
KVCR

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx